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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes the recent activities and results
of a study seeking to discover and quantify the relationship
between solar wind parameters, magnetosheath turbulence, and

daytime geomagnetic pulsations. The most significant achievement

has been a major advance in data processing and computational
analysis leading to the first observations and measurements of
magnetospheric resonance thickness, wave transfer across the
magnetopause, and wave structure in the outer magretosheath.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report summaries the currently ter inating phase of

the TRW study of medium-period, daytime geomagr <-tic pulsations.

The study is aimed at developnent of an index or measure of'

pulsation activity by examining the pattern of pulsation activity

on the ground and the generation or control of pulsation signals

by conditions in the interaction region between the solar wind and

the magretosphere. In previous programs it was dete-mined that

pulsation properties car be related to certain solar wird

parameters in a manner consistent with models predictirg

excitation of magnetosphe-ic waves at the magnetopause. We have

been moving toward defining and quantifying the global effects of

the solar wind control of magnetospheric pulsations.

The pulsations of concern here consist of qnall-anplitude,

quasi-sinusoidal wavetrains from several cycles to hundreds of

cycles long, detected by sensitive instrrnents measurir.g the

mag etic field (or earth currents) on the earth's surface. These

pulsations are signals traditionally designated Pc 3, Pc 4, and Pc

5, covering the period (frequency) ranges 10-45 (.022-.l) , 45-150

(.0067-.022), and 150-300 seconds (.0033-.0067Hz), respectively.

There is reason to believe that in these period bands, phenomena
car be quantitatively related to the solar wind with sufficient

reliability to make them useful as diagnostics of selected solar

wind properties.

The intermittent excitation of specific micropulsations,

whose period at any given time is related to resonant properties

of the magnetosphere, is probably the result of solar wind

interaction with the magnetopause. Qualitative models exist that

provide mechanisms for delivery of the magnetosheath oscillations

to the magnetopause or for local excitations at the magnetopause

irregularly in a manner potentially consistent with the known

characteristics of Pc 3,4,5. The mechanisms, in turn, depend upon

intermittent properties of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF)

and the solar wind velocity which have been shown to correlate
with micropulsation amplitude. The objective of this study is to

-1"
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improve and quantify the existing correlations and deepen the

understanding of the entire solar wind-to-surface tranrnissior

process.

In the ensuing sections we list the tasks accomplished and

results achieved in the study interval ending February 1983, and

suimarize the principal results, appending completed abstracts and

reports where appropriate.

-2-
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2.0 ACTIVITIES

Tne following list summarizes the individually definable

activities carried out under this program.

2.1 Pc 5 Investigation

Event identification

Data retrieval, plotting, and frame transfornation

Definition of environmental context

Spectral analysis

Report preparation, IAGA (Edinburgh)

Report preparation, AGU (Sa. Francisco)

Draft paper

2.2 Pc 3,4 Investigation

Straddle search and event identification (see 3.4, belcw)

Creation of flat files

Interactive spectral analysis

Visit to AFGL

Report preparation (AGU Chapman Conf., Kona)

W-ite paper

2.3 Meetings Attended

IAGA, Edinburgh, August 1981

AGU, San Francisco, December 1981

COSPAR and IMS Symposium, Ottawa, June 1982

AFGL Discussions and Data Analysis, Lexington, June 1982

AGU, San Francisco, December 1982

AGU Chapman Conf. on Waves in Magnetospheric Plasmas,
Kond (Hawaii), February 1983

-3-
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2.4 Related Activities

ISEE Science Working Team, meeting at NASA/GSFC, Feb'uary
1982

NASA/Data Science Users Working Group, meeting at

NASA/MSFC, October 1982

Quasi.-Parallel Shock Chrrelation-Length Study

2.5 Reports for Publication

Large-Amplitude Magnetic Variations in Quasi-Pa-allel

Shocks: Correlation Lengths Measu-ed by ISEE 1 and 2: E.

W. Greenstadt, M. M. H:ppe, and C. T. Russell, Gernphys.

kes. Lett., 9, 781, 1982

Transfer of Pulsatior-Related Wave Activity Across the

Magretopause: Observations of Corresponding Spectra by

ISEE-1 and ISEE-2: E. W. G eenstadt, M. M. Mellott, R.

L. cPherron, C. T. Russell, H. J. Sirger, anr D. J.

Knecht, Geophys. Res. Lett., submitted, 1983

A Storm-Time, Pc5 Event Obse-ved in the Outer

Magnetosphe-e by ISEE 1 and 2: Wave Properties: E. W.

Greenstadt, R. L. McPhe-or, M. M. Mellctt, R. R.

Anderson, and F. L. Scarf, J. Geophys. Res., to be

completed, 1983

-4-
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3.0 RESULTS

The following list emphasizes the most significant, specific

acconplishments and results of this progran during the interval on

which we report.

Pc 5 Investigation

Spectral profile of inbound, dusk meridiar-pass

through the magnetosphere during wave event;

Two-point (ISEE-1,2) profile of the Pc 5 resondnce

region;

Measurement of resonance region thickness of -. 4

Re.

Pc 3,4 Investigation

Comparison of power spectra straddling the

magnetopause;

Ore to three order attenuation of power across the

magnetopause;

Relative stability of spectral power deep in the

magnetosphere;

Correlation of power level across the

magneto pause;

Spectral similarity across the magnetopause.

Shock Source Investigation

Correlation length of quasi-parallel,

large-anplitude waves -1000 Wn.

-5-
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The remain~der of this Section explairs and describes the movst
importantl aspects of the project.
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3.1 Technical Considerations

Our flexibility in selecting various aspects of pulsation

phenomena for investigation has allowed us to make significant

progress, sotnetimes in spite of, sometimes because of, technical

developments. We took the position from the outset that it would

be neither practical nor supportable for TRW's Space Sciences

Department to duplicate sophistocated interactive data analysis

codes available or under development at UCLA (Berchem and Russell

1982; see also Appendix C) where portions of our satellite-data

base are located. Our project has therefore been depended or

progress elsewhere in writing certain routines and b-inging

on-line associated equipment outside the investigator's di-ct

control. The difficulty has been compounded by our desire to

employ data fran the still more distant data base of the AFGL

magnetometer network, because we believe the AFGL stations tc be

ideally situated for Pc 3-4 studies. The impact of these

obstacles car be appreciated by reference to the graph in Figure 1

of investigator hours charged to this contract; charges followed a

uniform straight-line time budget for the initial effort on the

Pc5 study until October 1981, then fell into deficit until August

1982 (shading) as we awaited debugging of new routines and

expansion of tenporary working disc-space at UCLA. Our effort

accelerated after July 1982 as we began to explore "straddle"

cases (paragraph 3 . 4 ) which are still actively under analysis as

this is written.

3.2 Pulsation Index

The foremost victim of our technical problems was the

objective of devising some sort of "global" Pc index, because of

the large working file-space required to analyze data needed to

produce a reliable outcome. This part of the project was

initiated, however, with AFGL data sent by H. J. Singer and D. J.

Knecht in support of our straddle cases described later. We note

with appreciation that the AFGL cooperation was responsive and

quite rapid.

-7-
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Ore aspect of the index p-oblem is a need to determine the

relationship between traditional Pc signals on the g-ur ard in

the magnetosphere above the ionosphere. So far, we have fouri

relatively little difference in spectral power between the Oute-

magnetosphere and one of the AFGL stations. (see 3.4, below).

3.3 Dusk Pc 5 Events

Our initial study of the events detected by ISEE-1 and -2

inbound through the magnetospheve on August-1978 yielded a

magnetic profile of the event reported at the IAGA meeting ir

Edinbu-gh last year. For the most part, the profile confi-nea tne

similarity of our event to othe-s described earlier, but did not

add much new, outside of the correlation betweer the tw

spacecraft records. Improved technical capability has recently

enabled us to proceed further.

Figure 2 is a hard copy of a com-pute- wrking-plnt showing

the principal Pc 5 event, band-filtered and transformed int-

field-aligned coordinates where the z-axis is in the direction of

the Earth's main field. The vertical lines are cursors set on the

peaks of the compressional (Bz) component; they serve here a-

guidelines to the phase relationships of the transverse

components. We see that at the asterisk the x- and y-components

were in opposite phase. Before that, Bx led By; afterwa-d, Bx

lagged By. The in-phase, linear polarization at the time of the

asterisk coincided with the maximal amplitude of the transverse

component B = r + B 2)1/2 rot shown, as well as the

compressional component, Bz. The entire sequence corresponds

exactly to the behavior of tne perturbation expected when crossing

a magnetospheric field-line resonance (Chen and Hasegawa, 19 74 )

and inferred from the only earlier comparable measurements by

Hedgecock (1976). The phase reversal of the observed waves is

represented sharply in another way in Figure 3, where the

cunulative angle of rotation of the transverse field vector is

plotted vs. time for both ISEE-1 and ISEE-2. We see the angle

rose in both records until resonance after 0030, and fell

therafter, indicating the reversal of the vector's rotation at the

-8-
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same time the vector's magnitude peaked. Even the delay between

the phase reversals at the two spacecraft is apparent in the

figure.

These figures offer the first docunentation of a resonance, in

place, in so clear and comprehensive a manner. The most

interesting new inference to be obtained from the example,

however, is the radial thickness of the resonance shell, a

quantity hitherto not well determined (Hughes, 1980). We have for

the first time a direct measuremeNt , the thickness from the time

over which the transverse components underwent a 180 deg. phase

shift, indicated in the figure by the arrows. The marked interval
corresponds to a distance of about 25001n.

The plots of Figure 2 and the thickness estimate above are

derived from ISEE-I data alone. The thickness can be estirnatea

independently by comparing the data from ISEE-1 and ISEE-2, and a
full characterization of the wave event can be obtained by

intensive analysis of the signals in the tw data records. We

have measured tne power of all components, their ratios, and

phases in each data stream and cross-correlated these quantities

between the two data streams. We expect to derive all wave

properties for the linearly polarized waves in the outer

magnetosphere as well as the plasmapause wave event, and then to

compare the results witn properties derivable independently by

refe-ence to plasma and electric field measurements available from

the sane spacecraft. Ore outcome will be a further test of the

plasna and field relations of resonant standing waves, relations
which have been depended on in the past to infer wave properties

(Singer and Kivelson, 1979). A second outcome will, we hope, be a

clarification of the way in which both the lower and higher

harmonics, observed on the same pass, were related to position in

the magnetosphere.

A progress report on this work was presented to the

December 1982 AGU meeting; a copy of the Abstract appears here as

Appendix A; the first of tw) papers describing the results is

almost completed, a draft of which appears as Appendix B. A
second report is planned describing the remaining physical

properties of the waves. Comprehensive ion, electron, and

-9-
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electric field data accompanying the wave event have beer

collected or requested with the intention of erablirg us t,,.

describe completely the Poy.ting vector, harmonics, and origin of

storm-time, dusk meridian, plasmapause phenomena of which or event

seems to be such as outstanding example. Our results will

supplenent other recent inquiries (Poulter 1982; Young et al,

1981, Mauk et al, 1981, Roux et al, 1982).

3.4 Magnetopause Straddles

Establishinent of a direct Pc link to the solar wind will

depend sooner or later on an actual observation somewhere of wave

energy in process of transfer from outside to inside the

magnetosphere. With the idea that "somewhere" might be, at least

occasionally, where the ISEE-I,-2 satellites were, we searched the

data for magnetopause "straddles", i.e. crossings where the two

satellites were simultaneously on opposite sides of the bnurda-y

long enough ( > 20 minutes) for reliable spectra to be crnputed.

We also sought a subset of cases in which one or more of the AFGL

stations was in the daylight hemisphere, preferably in or near the

meridian of the spacecraft when they were at the magnetopause. As

usual in such studies, the number of cases satisfying all the
selection criteria was small, and analysis has barely started as

this is written.

The results so far are very encouraging. The center of

Figure 4 displays plots of field magnitude from ISEE-1 and -2,
surrounded by various spectra, for the magnetopause straddle of 5

October 1978, as follows: ISEE-2, lower panel, entered the

magnetosphere first at 1805:50 and finally at 1813; ISEE-I

encountered the magnetosphere first at 1831 and entered finally at

1835:40. Thus, there were 18 minutes during which data were
acquired simultaneously from one satellite outside and one inside
the magnetopause.

Spectrum Al at upper left shows the wave power in the

total field in the magnetosheath just outside the magnetopause, at

ISEE-1. The leftmost spectrum below the field plots, BI, shows

the wave power in the magnetosphere just inside the magnetopause,

-10-
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at ISEE-2, for the same time interval as that of the first

spectrun. The power was appreciably lower and the decrease in

power with frequency clearly much steeper inside than outside the

magretopause, beginning with about one third the outside power at

the lowest frequencies. At 0.1 Hz, there were three orders of

magnitude difference between the two spectra.

Spectrum A2 at upper right represents the wave noise just

inside the magnetopause, this time at ISEE-I after it crossed the

boundary. The spectrum shows the sane general reduction in power

and steep decline with frequency seen at ISEE-2 in the sane

locations, although the shapes of the two post-crossing spectra
are not identical. Spectrum B2 from ISEE-2 concurrent with this

post-crossing ISEE-l spectrum is fu-ther inside the magnetosphere;
we see that the noise power is still lower at the upper
frequencies, reducing the overall slope of the curve.

Finally, spectra Gl, G2, at bottom, represents the power
on the ground at the AFGL station at Newport, Washington, for the

sane intervals as in the depicted satellite samples. The ground
station and the satellites were both at the sane approximate local

time, about 1300 LT, i.e., in the early afternoon. With the

exception of Gl, all the spectra show a concentration of powe -

between .02 and .07 Hz in the form of a plateau or peak ir the
respective curves. This range of frequencies has been shaded in

all the spectra of the figure.

Superposition of the Al, BI, GI spectra of Figure 4,
illustrated at the left of Figure 2 in Appendix D, shows a
progressive decline in power from the magnetosheath to tile

earth's surface, Each spectral curve is contained in, i.e.
accounts for a fraction of the power of, the next spectrum
further up. The magnetospheric spectra are well below that of

the magnetosheath and are closer to one another than to the
latter, the discrepancy being greatest at the highest

frequencies.

While we would not describe spectrum A as showing much of

a "peak" between .02 and .07 Hz, we might describe the sheath
power as somewhat "enriched" in that range; certainly there is

discernible change in spectral index at or a little below .04 Hz.

"-1-
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The superposed spectra give the impression that wave power dropped

rapidly and radically with distance from the magnetnpause, at all

covered frequencies, but selectively retained a peak of enhanced

power just about where the apparent "enrichment" of the

magnetosheath power occured.

Figure 2 of Appendix D, right hand side, superposes three

spectra from the second case when ISEE-1 was outside the

magnetopause, ISEE-2 was inside the magnetosphere, and the Newport

station was below and east of the satellite meridian (in the early

afternoon sector). In this instance, the powe- in the sheath (A)

displayed enhancement and a plateau beLween .011 and .5 Hz, as did

also tne power in the magnetosphe-e (B), while the corresponding

power on the ground (G) was -elatively featureless.

Whether the apparent lack of -esponse or the ground in (G)

was because of a delayed effect not yet visible, an unfavorable

position in the afternoon sector, or a poor choice of

representation of the surface record is still to be determined.

The inserted spectrum just below shows the power distribution in

By at newport for a two hour interval including the 22 minute

segment of the upper graph; clearly, there was some activity in

the surface field within the longer interval and within the

enhanced portion of the spectrun at the satellite.

Ore possible explanation for a variable responsiveness of

magnetosphere might be, as we would hope, a variable condition of

the solar wind. An indication that this was the case is

illustrated in Figure 5. The field plots for 27 November are at

the top; immediately below is a plot of the cone angle of the IMF

measured by ISEE-3 some 200 Re upstream of the earth, but with the

time axis shifted half an hour to allow for the approximate solar

wind delay from ISEE-3 to the earth. The sequence of -nall panels

at the bottom shows the power spectra inside the magnetosphere at

ISEE-2. We see that activity in the spectra between 0.01 and 0.1

Hz varied according to whether the cone angle was favorable or

unfavorable to quasi-parallel shock structure in the subsolar

magnetosheath, i.e. whether the graph is shaded or not: favorable

means the cone angle was within 500 of 0 or 1800. This

relationship appears to have been independent of the visible

-12-
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turbulence in the magnetosheath field at ISEE-l, which would be a

contradiction. Quasi-parallel turbulence should be largely

transverse, however, and the waves in the sheath were mostly

compressional before 2100 and mostly transverse after 2100. Thus

the correlation of spectral enhancement with favorable cone angle

may be the important factor here.

Although the pattern of the power curves in Figure 2 of Appendix C

differ from each other, the order of descent in overall magnitude

is the sane. For the moment, we may offer the generalization that

the decade of frequency between .01 and .1 Hz was enhanced in both

our cases in some manner in all spectra examined so far, but that

spectral peaks varied with time and position in a way that matched

magnetosheath to magnetosphere on the two different days.

We interpret the figures as the first presentation of

direct observations compatible with the propnsitin that

magnetospheric field variations in the Pc 3-4 range are derived

from field variations in the magnetosheath. The frequency banJ

.02 to .055 Hz corresponds to the period range T=18 to 50 seccnds

spanning tne traditional division (at 45 seconds) betweenPc3 and

Pc4.

We do not assert at this stage that transfer of Pc3-4

power across the magnetopause has been directly demonstrated, but

we see that miniihal conditions for transfer were certainly

present. The number and, more importantly, the variety of

supportive cases is still too small to be conclusive. What the

cases developed so far do is beg a set of questions that sharpen

inquiry and narrow the path of future investigation.

An abstract (Appendix C) s.umnarizirg the results so far

was submitted to the Chapman Conference on Waves in Magnetospheric

Pla nas held February 1983. A very condensed summary of the early

material has been submitted to a special issue of GRL on this

conference; it is attached as Appendix D. A second report

describing the cone angle effect is in preparation.

-13-
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3.5 Qasi-Parallel Correlation Lengths

In attempting to trace the origin of daytime geomagnetic

pulsations to the magnetosheath and/or the shock, we must

ultimately concern ourselves with local properties and scale

lengths of the disturbed plasma that impinges on the magnetopause.

For the most part, the magnetosheath is unknown territory, the

exceptions being its overall spectral behavior and the variability

of that behavior both spatially and temporally. We began to study

the wave scale characteristics of the magretosheath by performing

cross-correlations of the magnetic signatures of the
large-amplitude waves of the quasi-parallel bow shock, using data

obtained by ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 in the wave region during an

extended interval when the two spacecraft were at diffe-ent

distances from each other, but including the largest separations

recorded so far. We found that the similarity of signals at the

spacecraft fell off rapidly as their distarce approached 1000 rnc.,

a figure comparable to the average Larmore radii of the heated,

secondary ions invariably associated with quasi-parallel shock

structure.

Appendix E is a copy of a reprint of the published result. The

implications for excitation of magnetospheric pulsations will

become clea-, we hope, when we extend our analysis to a similar

study of waves in the magnetosheath itself. We expect such

correlation lengths to be related to the uniformity, or lack

thereof, with which the dayside magnetopause surface might be

stiLnulated by sheath turbulence.

-14-
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4.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

We carnot disguise our enthusiastn for the recommendation

that every aspect of pulsation analysis be pursued furtner along
the lines we have discussed. The objective basis for our advice

consists of two pivotal facts:

1. The computational tools, consisting of both hardware

and software, are substantially developed for advanced,

interactive, quantitative analysis of both magnetic and

electric signals in satellite and ground station

records. Even charged particle data can now be

subjected to the sane processing whenever available in

the appropriate form. None of this could be asserted

two years ago. Indeed, substantial progress toward

these capabilities has been made within the scope of

this study, and related projects, both at TRW, UCLA,
and elsewhere are continuing on ever more sophistocated

levels as this is written.

2. There is now widespread interest and acceptance of the

concepts and results regarding an exogenic source of Pc
3,4 pulsations in foreshock signals, shock pulsations,
and magnetosheath turbulence, and several groups are

actively exanining this phenomenon in statistical and
case-by-case studies.

We believe that the happy combination of circunstances

enunerated above will shortly inajgurate the interval of high

productivity, mutual stimulation, and rapid advance that usually

follows such developments, and we urge that the following

features of Pc 3,4 activity be pursued:

-15-
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Power drop across the magretopause as function of

position, time, and ambient parameters;

Dependence of power on position in the magnetosphere;

Power pattern in the magretosheath;

We do not discount the time, effort, and resources still -equired

to characterize any global process of the magnetosphere, but we

are optimistic that correlation of the results of such studies

with the pattern of daytkne power at AFGL (and other) stations or

the earth's surface will contribute, and lead directly, to an

index of surface pulsations as monitor of conditions outside the

magnetosphere and should contribute much of the foundation fo-

describing the transfer function of the magnetosphere, at least

within the frequency band of Pc 3 and 4 pulsations.

-16-
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shifted 30 minutes to account for delay to vicinity of earth;
and sequence of magnetospheric spectra at ISEE-2. Shadina
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orientation was favorable to quasi-parallel geometry at the
subsolar bow shock.
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APPENDIX A

A STORM-TIME, PC5 EVENT OBSERVED IN THE OUTER

MAGNETOSPHERE BY ISEE 1 AND 2: WAVE PROPERTIES

E. W. G'eenstadt (Space Sciences Dept.,

TRW Space and Technology Group

Redondo Beach, California 90278

R. L. M-Pherron, M. Hbppe, R. R. Anderson, F. L. Scarf

Compressional Pc5 magnetic pulasations are often obse-ved

at the dusk meridian of synchronous orbit dLring magnetospneric

substo-ms. An association with diamagnetic decreases in the main

..eld suggests that the waves are caused by an instability nf ring

cur'ent protons. We are investigating this hypothesis using

magretic field observations from the spacecraft ISEE 1/2.

Th'oughout an afternoon sector, inbourd pass on August 21-22,

1975, conpressional Pc5 pulsations were see. f-om the magnetcpause

to inside the plasnapause at about 7 Re. In the oute-

magretosphere the waves were irregular with frequency of orde -

14mHz, but on the plasnapause they became extremely monochromatic

with frequency 6mHz. Everywhere the wave power in the

compressional component was a relatively constant fraction, 801 of

the total power. The waves were polarized in a magnetic meridian

plane with the major axis at nearly a constant angle of 200 to the

main field.

In the outer magnetosphere wave ellipticity was of orde-

0.2 while on the placnapause it varied systematically from right

elliptical, through linear at the point of maxinum power, to left

elliptical. A cross correlation between the tw spacecraft shows

in phase variations in the outer magnetosphere and a 12 secr~nd

delay at the plasmapause such that the leading spacecraft, closer

to the earth and to midnight observed the waves first. Particle

flux modulation was observed at the plasnapause with energetic

protons in antiphase, and electrons in phase, with the

compressional component. The association of a polarization

reversal with a peak in the compressional component and particle
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flux modulation suggests a coupling between field line res-nrarce
and a drift or bource resonant instability.
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ABSTRACT

A STORM-TIME DUSK Pc5 EVENT OBSERVED IN THE OUTER

MAGNETOSPHERE BY ISEE 1 AND 2: WAVE PROPERTIES

A classical, storm-time Pc5 event (T - 170 sec) was recorded by

the satellite pair ISEE 1, 2 du-ing an inbound, nearly equatorial pass

in the dusk sector on 21-22 August 1978. Irregular and quasi-pe-i Jic

pulsations, possibly compised of several harmonics (f - 2-12x10-3 Hz)

were recorded from just inside the magnetopause at 11 RE to a distance

of 8 RE where the pulsations became nearly sinusoidal ara disappea-ei

at 7 RE just at the outside edge of the plasmiapause. Comparison of

signals from the tw spacecraft tnroughout the pass shows rema-kable

similarity of waveform at the second spacec-aft following a few hurd-ed

to a thousand kns (-300 sec) behind the first. This duplication cf

wave forms with periods cornesurate with the spacecraft sepa-aticn

time suggests that the tw satellites were sampling slightly different

phases of the sane wave cycle. The more distant, irregular pulsations

were encountered by the two spacecraft with essentialy no consistent

delay between them, while the innermost, regular waves were always

encountered first by the leading spacecraft. Cycle-by-cycle hodng'ams

show nearly linear or highly elliptical pola-ization close to the

meridian plane everywhere on the inbound orbit. During the last few

cycles the ellipses broadened and reversed phase just before Che

oscillations terminated. The Pc5 pulsations occured during an interval

of strongly southward interplanetary magnetic field and substoin

activity and we-e accompanied by Pcl waves at the spacecraft.
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INTRODUCTION

Waves classified morphologically as Pc5 in the records of

geomagnetic observatories on the earth's surface have also beer

recorded in the magnetosphere by satellites. These waves occu- at

geosynch-onous distances (Barfield & McPhe-rr, 1979) and have beer

recertly classified into morning and dusk types by Kremse, et al

(1981). The waves in the dusk me-idian are associated with subst-:rs

and with the pla.qnapause (Lanzeotti et al., 1974) which is whe-e

gecsynchronous orbiters a-e most likely to see them (Barfield et al.,

1972). There has beer little oppo-turity to exanire the

storm-connected waves in the dusk meridiar outside of L - 6 because

eccetric satellites pass so rapidly through their region of

occurrerce, and do so only during certair seasons. Indeed, only a few

examples of these pulsations outside syrchronous orbit were displayed

by Hedgecock (1976) despite inspectior of data from many orbits of

HEOS.

A f-esh opportunity to observe these evening sector pulsations was

provided by the satellite-pair ISEE-1, 2, launched in October 1977.

During the first season of passes through the dusk sector, in August

1978, an outstanding event was detected by several plasma and energetic

particle experiments as well as by the magnetometers. We anticipate

that a full characterization and improved understanding of storm time

Pc5 pulsations in the dusk sector, will eventually emerge from the

treasury of data collected. In this initial report, we describe the

event, and its geomagnetic context as recorded by the magnetometers and

pla.ma wave detectors, develop evidence of close association between
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waves in the outer magnetosphere and monochromatic waves at the

plamnapause, characte-ize the radial pilarization of the mnrr'chromatic

transverse components as the profile of a resonant -egion, and directly

measure the radial thickness and detect the probable motion of the

resonance shell. We use one of the unique advantages of the ISEE system

namely, the simultaneous observations by two spacecraft close togethe-

in the sane eccentric trajectory and a third spacecraft upstream

monitoring the solar wind. This advantage has already proved its value

in studies of pulsations of the morning magnetosphere (Singer et al.,

1979).
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THE EVENT IN CONTEX

Spatial context. The magnetic wave signature for the inbound

magnetospheric pass of 21-22 August 1978 is displayed in Figure 1. The

three components of the ambient field measured by ISEE-1 are plotted in

GSM coordinates (X toward the sun, the X-Z plane containing the dipo-le

axis), together with the total field magnitudes B from both ISEE-1 anr

ISEE-2. The similarity of waveform, cycle by cycle, at tne locatiors

of the two spacecraft is visible throughout the pass. To place the

wave in context of the ISEE magnetosphe-ic profile, we have included an

insert of the 64-second average of BT at ISEE-1 in the upper left,

where the shaded section corresponds to the interval displayed in the

larger figure. The waves first appeared shortly after the spacecraft

crossed the magnetopause and continued essentially to the plasmapause,

as we shall show later. The similarity of the wave observations to

cases described by Hedgecock (1976) can be appreciated by comparison

with his figures 3 and 4. The event on which we concentrate in this

report is the sequence of regular waves that began as early as 2345 UT,

certainly no later than 0015, and ended at 0050. In the insert, the

darker snading denotes this event. The dark, high frequency noise

superimposed on the Pc5 pulsations from about 0030 is caused by Pcl

pulsations which continued deep into the magnetosphere.

The spatial region over which the wave event was observed is shown

in several coordinate planes in the various panels of Figure 2. In

each of the orbit panels the magnetospheric waves are denoted by an

elongated box enclosing the trajectory; the Pc5 event occurred where

the inner end of each box is shaded. The asterisks on an arc of
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geosynchronous trajectory in the drawing at lower left signify the

locations of GOES-2 and GOES-3 at the time of the Pc5 event.

We see that the data were obtained near the magnetic equator, just

sunward of the dusk meridian, from slightly inside the magnetopause to

slightly outside the radius of geosynchronous orbit. In fact, the Pc5

event occurred outside the synchronous elevation. This is significant

because, with the exception of Hedgecock's (1976) observation virtually

all Pc5 wave activity measured in the magnetosphere has been detected

with geosynchronous satellites or STARE arrays and attributed to

processes associated with the plasnapause. The 22 August event must

then signify either an expanded plasmapause, a detached plasmapause

like boundary, or a source mechanism unrelated to the plasmapause.

The separation vector of the twD satellities during the Pc5 event

is shown in the panel at the top of Figure 2. ISEE-2 was leading ISEE-1

inbound and southbound, almost in a common meridian plane, by 960 km.

The Z separation, not shown, was about 200 Kin, with ISEE-1 closer to

the equator than ISEE-2. The radial distance of ISEE-2 to Earth is of

course, not drawn to the sane scale as the separation distance in this

panel.

The actual relationship of the magnetic waves to the plasmapause

in the present case can be obtained from Figure 3, where B at ISEE-1 is

plotted over a wideband spectrogram of the simultaneous electric wave

data, also from ISEE-1. Electron density is related to the observed

plasna frequency by n(cm- 3 ) =f2/80, f in KHz. The sinusoidal Pc5 waves

occurred at the beginning of the gradient in electron density

associated with the pla.-mapause.
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Temporal cortext. The interplanetary magnetic field at ISEE-3 tu-red

almost directly southward in GSM conrdirates at 2025, about an hr',u- ard

a half before ISEE-1 and 2 entered the magnetosphere and enceurte-ed

the waves we describe. The discontinuity reached the two spacecraft at

2108, some 43 minuTes after it passed ISEE-3, almost simultaneously

with the magnetopause crossing by the satellite pair. The upper panel

of Figure 4 shows the IMF record at ISEE-3. Following the initial

interval of almost purely southward field for over an hour, the GS&1 X

anj Y components increased, but the negative Bz continued to dominate,

and for the next three hours the solar wind provided an outstardirg

example of sustained southward magnetic field. The magretospheric

substorm caused by the episode of southward IMF began just before 2200.

The lower panel of Figure 4 shows that the bulk of the substorm as

defined by tw: surface stations, coincided with the pass of ISEE-1, 2

though the outer magnetosphere, signified by the shaded strip, which

ended with the Pc5 event near the plasmiapause.
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WAVE ANALYSIS

Frequency spectra. Spectra were calculated by first editing,

detrending and fast-Fourier-transforming the magnetic field vector time

series. The Fourier transforms of each component were then multiplied

to obtain auto and cross spectra at each Fourier coefficient. These

Fourier spectra were low pass filtered with a running average,

normalized, and plotted. The frequency resolution of the resultirg

spectra, defined as the distance between totally independent estimates

is given by

Lf NB/(2*West* A t)

where NB number of poirts in filter

Nest number of Fourier coefficients

(half number of data points)

Lt time resolution of data (4.0 seconds)

Spectra calculated for half hour intervals, filtered with a 3 point

running average have a resolution of 1.7 mHz. The actual location of

the frequency of peak power can be determined somewhat more accurately

than tne resolution as every filtered Fourier spectral estimate is

plotted.
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Figure 5 displays three sets of powe- spectra corresponding tr)

selected segments of ISEE-l's field data. Each spectral panel

represents the frequency analysis of the time series above it, to whicl

it is referenced by the slanted lines. The first two segments a-e

spaced through sections of the outer magretosphere, the last covers the

heart of the pulsation event itself.

Spectral power was distributed differently with frequency alcrg

different parts of the trajectory, but all spectra sha-e two commor

characteristics: Each has at least one clea- peak, plus other ltsse-

ones; and one component of the field car-ies most, if not all, of the

power in every peak, indeed, througnout every spectrum. The second

characteristic implies the waves were essentially linearly o- highly

elliptically pola-ized everywhere at all frequencies. Examination of

the 3-pOent spectra discloses two donirant peaks with maxima at

frequencies, 4.0 and 6.0 mHz. The lower frequercy was present

immediately inside the magnetopause and persisted until about 2320 at a

distance of 9.3 RE. The higher frequency signal appeared to be p-esent

throughout, but its amplitude was enlarged after 2320 and was mixed

with still higher frequency signals of 9 and 12 mHz. After 0000 UT

there was a change in the characteristics of the pulsations which

became very monochromatic at a frequency close to 6.0 mHz. The ULF

wave activity vanished suddenly about 0050. A zero crossing analysis of

the waveform 0)jO-0050 interval gives periods around 167+2 seconds (f

5.99x10 3 Hz), in agreement with the 167-second period determined from

the spectral peak for this interval.
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Four significant peaks have been emphasized and labeled in Figure

5; three of them at 85, 167, and 250 second periods, immediately

suggest harmonic pairs of, roughly, 4 and 12x10
- 3 Hz, or 6 and 12x10- 3

Hz. The fourth, at 110 seconds, suggests that the broad 250 second

peak may include an element (T = 220 sec.) of another pair, 85 and

9xi0 " 3 Hz. The harmonic numbe, in any of these potential sequences

appears to have increased with decreasing radial distance.

Verification of such sequences, and their -elationships to,

magnetospheric geometry, will require further study, probably outside

the resolution of this data set.

Pola'ization. Cycle-by-cycle hodog-ams confi-m an extremely elliptical

polarization of through almost the entire duration of the wave event,

as already indicated above by the power spectra. Four examples, each

showing planes of maximal and minimal variance are shown. in Figure 6,

where the disturbance vectors are seen to have traced long, na-row,

irregular patterns confined alinost entirely to the planes of maximal

variance.

To examine details of wave polarization during the inbound passage

of the ISEE spacecraft, we performed a cycle-by-cycle minimimum variance

analysis. This analysis included several steps. First, the erti-e

orbit was divided into intervals over which the direction of the

magnetic field was appoximately constant. For each interval a

field-aligned coordinate transformation was defined using the directier

of the average field for the Z axis; a direction perpendicular to the

plane defined by the field and the spacecraft position vector as the Y

axis; and the outward field normal defined by the cross product of Y

and Z as the X axis.
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Data in each interval were rotated from spacecraft to field-aligred

coordinates and then bandpass filtered. The pass band, 2-8 -nHz, was

chosen to include the two predominant peaks at 4 and 6 mHz revealed by

spectral analysis. Next, the pulsation waveform was examired visually

and successive cycles of the pulsations were defined by an interactive

graphics program. For eacn interval thus defined, minimum va-lance

analysis was performed to obtair properties of the magnetic

perturbation within the pass bard of the filter. These properties

included the total and component power in the pe-tu-bations, tne

apparent wave period, the orientation vectors of the pe-tu-bati-r

ellipse, and the sense of rotation.

Results of the foregoing analysis are summarized ir Fi.jres 7 to

13, which show the temporal changes in wave properties as tne

spacecraft ISEE-I moved inwa-d. The plots begin at 2200 jT as

ISEE-I entered the magnetosphere and continue until 0100 when it

entered the plasnasphe-e. Figu-e 7 shews the total powe- in the

perturbation in the top panel, and the ellipticity in the bottom pare!,

where ellipticity is defined as the ratio of the minor to major axis Cf

the perturbation ellipsoid. There were three intervals of large

amplitude wave activity roughly centered at 2200, 2300 and 0030 UT (see

Figure 1). In the first interval of intense, long period waves ttie

ellipticity was small, indicating nearly linear polarization. During

tne second interval the ellipticity was somewhat higher, -0.3. In

the third interval, however, the period of the waves was shorter and

the ellipticity varied systematically with amplitude. As the waves

were first seen, the ellipticity was high, -0.6. Then, as the

spacecraft moved inward and wave amplitude increased, ellipticity

decreased. At the point of maximum power in the parallel component the
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waves were linearly polarized. Subsequently, as wave powe- dec-eased

the ellipticity again increased. However, the sense of rntation was

reversed as a consequence of a 1800 phase change in the azimuthal

component. Outside the maximum in parallel power the t-ansverse

magnetic perturbation was right elliptically polarized, while inside it

was left elliptically polarized. Figure 8 illustrates these pints

with filtered waveform plots and superimposed vertical lines cf

constant phase.

The upper panel of Figu-e 8 shows the three components at ISEE-l in

field aligned coordinates for the key 50 minutes of the tni-d,

monochromatic, interval. A maximum is clearly seen in the

compressional component, witn largest amplitude at arourd 0035. Tne

verticle lines through the positive peaks of BZ line up with tno

positive peaks of Br, but we see the alignement is violated in

comparing the B. waveform. The detail in the linked panels below, f'orr

0020 to 004 0, shows that in comparison with the positive peaks of total

field BT, the azimuthal component shifted by 1800, from correspondence

with the ascending zero-crossings to correspondence with the descending

zero-crossings with the phase of ET .  This 1800 change in phase was

coincidental with the amplitude maximum of BZ, and is the expected

signature of the azimuthal component of a standing, resonart,

transverse wave. The 1800 phase shift occurred over five or six cycles

of the wave; from the period of 167 seconds and the spacecraft velocity

of 2.7 Km/sec., we infer a resonance-region radial thickness of 2250 to

2700 Km, or 0.35 to 0.42 RE. This first direct measurement from a

complete radial pass through a magnetospheric resonance agrees well

with previous thichness estimates from less continuous data (Hughes et

al. 1978; Hughes, 1980).
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A cumulative area analysis has also been applied to the filtered

and transformed data. In this analysis it is assumed that the tip of

the magretic perturbation vector projected in a coordinate plane, no

matter how erratic its progress, rotates around a series of ellipses as

a function of time. As the vector rotates, the angle of rotation and

the area swept out by the vector change depending on the properties of

the wave. If the perturbation is linearly polarized neither changes. If

it is right-hand elLiptically polarized (counterclockwise in the X-Y

plane) both increase with time. A change in the sense of rotation

causes an extremum in both parameters.

Application of the cumulative area technique to data from ISEE-1

gives the results summarized in Figure 9. The three traces show tne

cumulative area, cumulative rotation angle, and the instantaneous wave

power (amplitude squared) as functions of time for the first hour of 22

August. The amplitude resonance associated with the phase reversal of

B , although not obvious in either transverse component alone, appears,

as expected, in their conbined magnetic perturbation vecto-, i.e. ir

the wave power pe-pendicular to B, b : br + b. , plotted as the

dotted cu-ve in the figure. Twice each cycle of the perturbation this

vector passes through maxima and minima corresponding to times of

aligrment with the principal axes of the ellipse. If the perturbation

is linea-ly polarized the vector varies between zero and some positive

value. If it is elliptically polarized it varies between twD positive

values whose ratio is the instantaneous ellipticity of the

perturbation. In Fig. 9, the oscillating, transverse wave magnitude is

seer to have reached a sharp peak between 0030 and 0040 exactly when

the cumulative area and angle swept out by the rotating b (solid

curves) reached their maxima, indicating that tho transverse power
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maximized when the sense of polarization reversed ara each cycle's

polarization parameters began to be subtracted from the cumulative

totals. Note that the slope of the rotation angle trace gives the

instantaneous wave period. Approximating the average slopes by straight

line segments yields an initial wave period of 150 sec., followed by ar

interval of wave period about 180 sec., and a post-reversal period of

about 190 sec. The average of these periods, weighted by the lengtns

of the intervals used to evaluate each slope, is 170 sec., close to the

167 sec. peak of the spectrum conputed over tne whole interval.

It is evident from the angle and rotation traces that at the

beginring of the interval the perturbation was right-ellipt-1cally

polarized (positive slope). As time progressed, the pola-ization becane

more and more elliptical until at 0034 UT it was exactly linear.

Subsequently the pola-ization continued to change, becomirg left-handed

througnout the remdinder of the interval.

Resonance offset. A similar analysis of ISEE-2 data p-duced the

results plotted in Figure 10, but with a time-offset accounted for by

this spacecraft's earlier arrival in the resonance shell. There was

also an offset of the maximal anplitude at ISEE-2 from the maximal

cumulative angle seen by the sane magnetometer. However, since twc- of

the b-max excursions (semi-major axes of b i ) correspond to each wave

period, and the twD spacecraft crossed the resonance about half a

period apart, the absolute magnitude recorded at either satellite was

highly sensitive to the wave phase at which the satellite chanced to

arrive: ISEE-2 probably missed the actual conjunction of the two

maxima.
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The polarization reversal was observed earlier at ISEE-2 than at

ISEE-1. Figure 11 exposes this point by superposing the area ara angle

traces from the two spacecraft. Both panels indicate that ISEE-2

encountered the polarization changes about three minutes (180 sec.)

earlier than ISEE-1. As mentioned before (Fig. 2), ISEE-2 led ISEE-l or

the trajectory and passed through spatially localized features first.

At the time of this event (-0037) the spacec-aft were sepe-atei

radially by 880 kn. The delay should have been -325 sec. at a satellite

velocity of 2.7 Ian/sec.

It thus appears that ISEE-1 encountered the polarization reversal

earlier, i.e. furtner out, than it should have if the resonance shell

were localized and stationary. Ore explanaton of this discreparcy is

that the resonance region was moving radially. Of course if this

explaration is valid, then the estimated thickness of the resrance

reversal from either satellite wuld be too Rnall, so 0.4 Re would have

to be regarded as a minimal thickness, and double this value would rot

be unreasonable.

Wave offset. Returning to the lower panels of Figure 8, filtered

waveforms from both ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 are plotted, which illustrate the

character of the instantaneous offset, that is, the delay between the

two records of the waves. The offset was virtually corstant at ar

observed value of about 12 seconds between the two signal records. The

offset is clearly visible in the BT plot but is lost temporarily from

B. during the latter's phase shift, when the ISEE-2 signal actually

vanished for one cycle. Physically, this offset means that ISEE-1,

following ISEE-2 inbound, recorded each cycle of the wavetrain .072

period, or 26o phase behind ISEE-2, where we have taken the average

wave period as 167 seconds.
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Radial invariance. The overall history of the time offset in the twn

signals is displayed in the bottain right panel of figure 12. Quantity

Lt denotes the delay between detection of the sane wave phase at

ISEE-2 and ISEE-1, as drawn in the panel at bottom left of Figu-e 12.

We note there was esentially no measurable delay in phase between the

records of the two magrnetoneters in the outer magnetosphere until about

2330, when Lt attained values of 8 to 16 sec., which continued until

the end of the interval. We will discuss this property again later.

The sketch at upper left defines angles 8 and 0 which characte-ized

the polarization ellipse in the magnetic meridian plane. The th-ee

panels indicate clearly the relatively constant polarization of the

waves thoughout the inbound pass: The perturbation ellipse was almost

in the me-idian plane before 2230 and after 2330 (0 - 0, 1800) and the

major pertu-bation was close to the nominal B eve-ywhe-e ( 9 - 10 to

20o). The switch of 0 between 1800 and 0° at about 0005 is an a-tifact

of the polarization code convention and has no physical significance.

In general, deviations from the cnornon values of e, 0 just described

occurred when the filtered wave power was low (Figure 7); that is, when

wave activity was minimal; so the common values truly represent almost

fixed wave polarization during the three hours depictei. The major

exception was the 0 orientation of about 2400 du-ing irregular waves

between 2250 and 2330.

The plots of figure 12 illustrate one of the striking cha-acteristics

of the events of the 21-22 August pass; namely the tendency for most

wave paraneters to remain nearly constant in the data regardless of the

location of the spacecraft. The angle 0, for example, took little

notice of the change in phase delay at 2330, and angle 9 was

substantially the sane at the beginning of the interval as it was

during the last hour and a half.
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These characteristics are also apparent in Figure 13, whe-e the

cycle-by-cycle phase delay is reproduced in the first (top) panel fo-

comparison with other parameters. The second panel presents the

cycle-by-cycle period of each measurable wave cycle within the passband

of the 2-8 mHz filter. Two horizontal dashed lines corresponding to the

twP. predominant peaks in the power spectra are drawn at periods of 250

and 167 seconds. We see that the instantaneous periods at 100, 160 an.'

250 seconds tended to recur while the ellipticity in the thiro panel,

replotted from Figure 7, was effectively stable between 0.1 and 0.3.

when significant power was present, until -0000 UT. The b'*ttom pane!

shows even more emphatically that the compressional wave pr we- P ! was

a substantial fraction of total power (P'I/PT 0.8) almost everywne-e,

independent of the inte-spacecraft phase delay (top parel) or tne

period (second panel). Thus throughout most of the inbound orbit anr

particularly during the intervals cf high activity, roughly 80 of tUie

power in the wave perturbation was parallel to the ambient field.

Conversely, transverse power P, was typically less than 20% of the

total power. We see further that the low ellipticity was independent

of the wave period dominant at way particular time.

The foregoing observations argue that the wave phenomena

encountered by the twD spacecraft shared common properties essentially

independent of radial distance within the narrow meridiaral sectc-

sampled in this case.
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Surface observations. Magnetograms covering the interval of ISEE's

inbound pass have beer collected f-rom the Air Force network, whose

Rapid City, South Dakota (RPC), and Camp Douglas, Wisconsin (CDS),

stations were at almost the sane local times as the ISEE pass. Waves

of irregular waveform and long period were recorded at all stations,

but were most prominent between 2330 and 0100 UT at the RPC, CDS, and

MCL (Mt. Clemens, Michigan) locations and appreciably reduced at

Lompoc, Sudbury, and Tampa both west and east of ISEE's me-idian.

Identification of these waves as being the same as those found ir the

outer magnetosphere will require detailed spectral, polarization, and

propagation analysis of digital data from these stations. Specifically,

periods of 140-160 sec. appear to have been present.

Geosyrchronous obse-vations. As described in the lower panel of Figu-e

2, the GOES-2 and 3 satellites bracketed the local meridians of ISEE's

trajectory. Each spacecraft recorded sharply defined bursts of

pulsations, but at periods of roughly 60-80 sec, quite different from

those seen by ISEE, with two exceptions: GOES-2 detected some radially

polarized waves of 215 seconds period, and longer, between 0000 and

0300 UT, and GOES-3 detected some 162 sec compressional waves for over

an hour, between 0210 and 0340 UT, as it passed through tne meridians

where ISEE had been before it entered the pla.-napause. Here again,

computer analysis will be required to decide whether the same

phenomenon seen at ISEE was in progress as GOES passed the dusk

meridian. For tne present, two circumstances are clear: No observation
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point tw. hours or more away frcin the local time of ISEE recorde3 waves

obviously similar to those at ISEE, and the waves appa-ent at

geosynchronous elevation around 0300 UT had not been present shortly

after 0100 when ISEE passed the radial distance of synchronous orbit.

We thus conclude that the Pc5 pulsations were spatially located,

confined to about 30 ° of lorgitude centered on, or an hour west of, the

dusk meridian.
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SUMMAFY

Our initial investigation of the storm-time, dusk pulsation event

observed by ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 on 21-22 August 1978, has disclosed the

following properties of the waves compnsing the event:

1. Monochromaticity (T - 167 sec) in strong field and density

gradient at the edge of the plamasphere;

2. Dominant compressional component;

3. Well defined, classical resonance of the compr,rert

transverse to B, witn radial thickess of about .5 RE;

4. Essentially constant phase difference - 26o between

spacecraft measurements of monochr.onatic wavefcrm

surrounding resonance;

5. Irregular waveforms between the magnetnpause and

pla.napause, with spectra suggestinG comxponerts

harmonically related to each other and to the

monochromatic senent;

6. Confienert to distant magnetosphere (outside pla.-nasphe-e)

and limitation in longitude;

7. Resonance offset between spacecraft measurements

incompatible with static resonance location.

8. Common paraneters of phase, direction, and powe- throughout

the data interval.

I
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CONCLUSION

This phase of our investigation has expanded our cvncept of the

region of the magnetosphere involved in the phenomenology of a resonant

pulsation at or near the plasnapause. The radial dimension of our

observations was some 4 RE, greater than the roughly 3.4 RE arc of the

300 sector in which our event seemed to be confined. The magnetic

perturbations observed during the radial traversal of the dusk<

magnetosphere described in this report formed a complex wave evert

consisting of both compressional and transverse waves. Tnese waves

were coupled to each other, and wave activity in the oute,

magnetosphere appeared to be related to monochronatic waves associateJ

with the anomalously distant plasmapause encounte-ed at 7 to 8 RE.

A classical transverse resonance signature was found within the

monochromatic segment, but interspacecraft comparison suggests the

resonance was moving outward, possibly because the plas.nasphere was

itself expanding. Overall evidence of coincident compressional and

transverse maxima points to connection of the resonance with me-e

distant wave activity, rather than to a manifestation of a pu-ely local

instability. Thus studies of pulsation resonances recorded by

geosynchrorous satellites are necessarily incomplete without a

concurrent picture of the outer magnetosphere.

We expect future combination of the magnetometer data with

electric field and charged particle measurements will dete-mine the

direction of propagation of the various wave components and delineate

the most. probable wave source or sources.
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FIGURE 1. Time history of pulsations recorded by ISEE 1

and 2 during the inbound pass of 21-22 August

1978. Relation to geomagnetic field gradients

shown as shaded section of insert.
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FIGURE. 2. Lower four panels: Orbital geometry of the
pulsation observations. Upper panel: orientation
of the two spacecraft during Pc5 event of 0030 in
Fig. 1. .
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INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
AND AURORAL ZONE MOAGNETIC ACTIVITY
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FIGURE 4. Upper; interplanetary field history surrounding
pulsation pass (shaded) showing Southward 8z
(third curve from top). Lower panel: two
corresponding magnetograis showing substorn
coincident with pulsation pass.
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APPENDIX C

TRANSFER OF PULSATION-RELATED WAVE ACTIVITY ACROSS THE

MAGNETOPAUSE: OBSERVATIONS OF FAVORABLE CONDITIONS

BY ISEE-1 AND 2*

BY

E. W. Greenstadt, Space Sciences Dept., TRW Space & Technlogy Group

Redondo Beach, California 90278

M. M. Mellott, R. L. McPherron, and C. T. Russell, lIstitute of Geophysics

ard Plaretary Physics and Departnent of Earth and Space Scierces

University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024

AND

H. J. Singer, and D. J. Knecht, Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Hansom AFB, Massachusetts 01731

A variety of loose statistical correlations have lorg been

established between Pc 3,4 and solar wind parameters, indication

that these pulsations occur only when conditions prevail. It has

also been shown in earlier satellite data that wave power in the

magnetosheath varies from sample to sample, but tends to display

different rates of decline with frequency above and below the

typical proton cyclotron frequency broad spectral peaks for f <

fp. No spectron link between wavetrains in the sheath and Pc 3,4

has ever been proved, however, althugh the possibility that

foreshock waves, which resemble pulsations, might be tranxnitted

all the way through the shock, sheath, and magnetosphere to the

ground has been asserted, and a model connecting the level and

distribution of turbulence in the bow shock and sheath with solar
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wind parameters has been qualitatively confi'med. The obvious

question, regardless of model credibility or broad statistical

connections, is whetner wave energy is demonstrably transferred -r

even available for transfer across the magnetopause in any

particular case.

We are investigating the properties of waves recordea by

the magnetoneters of ISEE-1 and -2 when the spacecraft were

simultaneously on opposite sides of the day-time magnetopause, a

configuration we designate as a "straddle". We have found a few

straddles in which power spectra imnediately outside the

magnetopause could be compared. Particular spectra in the sheath

displayed spectral peaks or shape changes between .02 and .06 Hz,

while some, but not all, concurrent spectra in the magnetosphere

showed peaks within the same frequency range. At the same time,

spectra of wave measurements made on the surface at mid-latitude

AFGL stations determined that Pc activity was also present within

the sane frequency band. Power was radiacally reduced, i.e. by

half to three orders of magnitude, across the boundary, dependirg

on frequency, but concent-ation of energy in the Pc 3,4 -arge

stood out in most spectra inside the magnetosphere. There was a

visible tendency for power levels to decrease with depth in the

magnetosphere, although only by a fraction of the large d-,p

across the magnetopause. The spectral maxima in the magnetsphe-e

do not seem to have represented local resonances.

The results show that when pulsations were present on the

ground the magnetosheath was delivering wave energy to the dayside

magnetopause over a range of frequencies including Pc 3,4 and that

the dayside magnetopause field contained waves in the same -arge

in its outermost region, well beyond the distance at which

resonance of the lowest harmonic would have beer expected at the

observed frequencies.

'Abstract submitted to Chapman Conference on Waves In

Magnetospheric Plamnas
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APPENDIX D

TRANSFER OF PULSATION-RELATED WAVE ACTIVITY

ACROSS THE MAGNETOPAUSE: OBSERVATIONS OF

CORRESPONDING SPECTRA BY ISEE-1 AND ISEE-2

by

E. W. Greenstadt

Space Sciences Department
TRW Space and Technology Group
Redondo Beach, California 90278

M. M. Mellott, R. L. McPherron, and C. T. Russell

Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics
University of California at Los Angeles

Los Angeles, California 90024

H. J. Singer and D. J. Knecht

Plasma, Particles and Fields Branch
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Hanscom Air Force Base, Massachusetts 01731

March 9, 1983

Submitted for publication in Geophysical Research Letters
(special issue on Chapman Conference on Waves in Magnetospheric
Plasmas]

Bldg R-1, RIn 1176
TRW Space and Technology Group

One Space Park
Redondo Beach, California 90278

(213) 536-2015
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~Lh~~1CC CC,-.

1% S7:~ 1'. 1elot F. L. *cic, F.F.C- C.i T~.r-i

t"';aver~ity of Czliifcrn'ia et Lc's C.'~-,LrA~lE~,Qic: ~

H. 3. Finccr an6 1D. 3. Knecht

Pla:z-a, Pzrticlez anc6, Ficlclz franc!:

Air rc c c !: Tc a-F 1cratcr. , F: :icico A r Prrrcc. 7- cc, .... _ < C

7?',tract. Co-:rirem cf Pcwver -p: ctrc cf
mrj-~:ctic fiklu (,rtc iro; :Sr:-. zzc' -2 recrecc6
Si71Ul':FrnC0oU'\ C7, bth~ EiL.CZ CE t!'r T-kn-cr,.-r
sOh.'Oc3 tYlt m'c~r level insi&:- tl:e r'c-ctoz.rere-
vI-ri&, w:ith po'.er levelI ouzsi~e in the ntrz,:1e-
tos~-cnt ..- UWe2CtCC tlEat tJ.c ,a;(, frecuenziUES

vxrc erhince6 cr. the ttw'c sir~c-- cf the bouncarv.
Po%.cLr le'.'cis wcre tw'o to ex.re orc~rr- of rmcrni-
tuxe lov~er insi6e thjan outri~k- the riacneto-
sphr r. inCicatirig that vwave enercy wL.t
trers-itte2 inside frorl the shea~th.

I I 'rjTDUC7 1OV

1, percictent ain-- sicnificzrnt, aithcuch veal:
&rnd disorcred, corre-lation beti-.'c'c solar winCd
pronerties and &,-tine qieorPmietic pulsation~
activity in the Pc 3,4,5 rarc'v. pe-rio&~ T=10 to
50flscc, haz, bcan ezrtablishee by riny reperts, cf
which vie cite a wxplirtcr tPco1's1Makova and
Troitskal'n, 19-'C; Cu 'eri, 39'74, 17ebb and Orr,
lt.17C; S&ito et al., 1979; Creqc,t et al.,
1979; Volfe ct al., 1!COI. Tccecrrelztions-,
toqe~tt.er with the- needu to ur'dcrrtancl pulsaton
pherinena in qerc-ral, kb.ve also led to a nurber
of nodels attempting to explain the* observation~s
[Soiuthwood, l1EE'; GreenEstadt, 1972; Vinogradov

and Parkhomov, 1974; CMen and 11aseawa', 1974;
JKovner, 1976). Bo0th observatior nu t6heory have
been concerned with the sources of thc waves,
the rxodulation of the waves by the complex media
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throuch which they travel, and th e cortrcl of
V.-V properties dircctly or ir"Jirecty Ly solar
iwind corncitions. A~ rore com'rchcrtrive suT--zry
and3 reference list can be found in a papcr by
Creenstedt et al. 119&0O].

PFecardlers of thc E-xcifics of e it.hc r
moKx ls cr otrservctionZ, ho.:c.':er, thcre- arc-, ir.
the 1mst gencral tcrrz, three poseible sotrces
of pulsrstions ir the rrzcnetorphere. Vl~ver are
prcetucd ins-ide the racnetosmlkre, woves enter
the mzgnetos ;.-cre f rom the nmcrnetosheah, or
w~.vor er:.,te from. tlJ.c tcymc1~ry surface sep.=rat-
inc the rz~ncta,-'-hcath and the rmonctormhere
(i.e. fro- the rav'netoz~u). ronE. of th Esc
possible sources exclud~es either of the others,
but certairidy if waves en~ter the ma-neotosT.hrere
frc,. outscide, they rust crczE the boundarv som~c--
where at some tim, and it should be rmssih2e to
c::t-liih bv 0l : cr:ticn -r r'!"':ic!! Sir-il-rity
bctw;een wzveE dct ec tL-f si-l1tar. L L or, both
sides of the M-C-netCA-)-LEE. Thig is thc arrroach
ve pursue in the prcsernt stuevy; the prc-li~ninriy
r c -. L ts rc,-crtcd herE- supx-Yrt theP tre..sfcr of
iv. encrmv inw'crC frc7- t-z r.ocnetoch-eth to tl e
reqnctosohe rc.

Wedefine as a "stra-.7e"1, a sit ttio. in
v' 4ch on-e spacecraft ic. or. one2 rsij-e of the riaC-
nctom.:-usc rnd a Eeconci is or; ti:e croo:ite ride.
Mie 'ISFE-1 and -2 sttEllitos provided m-n.' such
straddle crossings, but ve hcve corncentreted on

theraenetm ' tcr data of 1978, wher the snace-
craft wee r-p-ratcd by humdrecOs to tliouzrr ds of

km, for several imonti-s, icivirig straddles Iona
enough for trnem~ivocal ana~lyses of waves withi
prcrids upt to several rinutes. Our arproach ir
to co,-.xte concurrent pover spectra on both
sides of clearly 6efine-d roonetoeuse crossings
ane. to seek sinilaritieE or differences in thc
sr..*ctra fror. the t%%o c'pacecraft. 1We reqzuire rea-
sonably continuous data frcm both zatelliter
over mdinrl intervals of 15 rinutes anO prefer-
&1hy ruch loner. 1-* foun~d four potentially
Luitable straicbles of which we kave 6cvelocp'd
tw.o for this prclininairy report, sujplerientF&, b,-,
two sinc'lc-spacecraft crosrnincs, as explained
later. U'c prescnt only spe-ctra of the* total
field m~gritudc at this tfim, derived2 frorr vec-
tor samples every two secondL.

DATA
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7be two caes we describe occurred on e
ctober and 27 I~oc;i,(r 15~76. Tne It CctoLer

croz-sinn occurr( in ezr3',' afternoon, tIC- 27
floveter cromsinq in ]~tr- mornint. The 6aytime
surface field for our cases was miasured by the
?'CL erourc' Et;tior:, in a sector m.-irinr the
Vritc6 Statez n*r 55 6u,-ree-c rw'rctic latitude.
Crc-rmc Ztc-tion ;:.tr rroocc-:ce fcr this rort
%were rccord(ecj bv thce 1*eY,.rt station a~t the
western edce0 cf thc- sector, wh~cl- fell befcre
andO aifter noon durino thc tw.o intIerw.L-l: of
irnterezt, so that tic mcrrina-afternoon local
tir.-e-.. o. tlx cjrouric, v'rc rc-.rsmc frc., Uio~c of
our crosiner at the nctaaus. IC t*-:cc6
orcur'd .-tation data as a rc~nh cuide to the
presence of traditional pulsations or. the
qround, since it is wavez relateid to thc oriain
i~f such pulsc~tiorz thot we wish to be stLXc;'rio.
71!e two. strad-Cle intervclrE of this report took
rlace dLrina Ir!T coneiticnp ftvcra'2.,c tc. thc
presence of enhzrnc-cc w:vE activity in tie subso-
lar T-:c-ntco:h'--th cornvcctc-c frc'7 inrl
bm- shock r-tructurc-.

Por.:c: pcr prcr:ntcc' .4- t--hs stu? wore
celcuiated with' the fast rourier transfcrr..
rig.re 1 place: ome rc-ictrL.., eottee curve, on
thesa scalea: ur&e( Lv,. Firficld FlM71G to
Ciszlav tic cIharacteriZstic-z of rrz.cE-toz-hc-:th
rz:rne:ic rnoiee from revcral spz):ecraft. ThI-
dotte curve is a powzer spc-ctru.- for th~e total
arbicnt field recordec by IS11-i kTT~Cdi~tCIV
oj.tside thr. m~cneto:pause on C Oc to!:--r . All
spuctra are for tYhe- total fLield M-OitUde;
details of the eerlier spectra can be found in
Fairfield's review lop.cit.).

T.:c ficure illurtrates four prinicipal
points: m-onctosheath spectra typically show
eithe-r e~n m ~c-nt or a slope chmngc, or
both, at or below the Dical proton cvrcfr-cuency
(Ahiohlichtcd by thc e rt lincr); second, ). C-
netosheath spexctre arc highly variahle, bc*tb in
absolute po%.Kcr level anc'l in the freciuencier thaQt
r.I-ht be enlar.ncecd in anyv PCrticular sa-ple;
third, ei~ctra taksen frc-, li!7! eData vearr later
are rearonbl-y repreenrtativE- of the sam~ wave
behavicr that prevailed during the earlier rw~aE-
urd1rints. Fourth, and niort iirortantly for this
report, spectra obtained frorm iSEt cloie to thje
r'cnctcoauce do not c~jar to definc a special
region in any way unrepresentative of the nw'one-
toc~heath at cothc-r locations.
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Figure 2a is an e-.:c-prle of our first strad-
dle case. The uppei jiarcls of thc- figLr. cAisplay
plots of field mrnituc~c. frc.'i- l z~C SF2
for th-e mianetopause crostina of 8 Octobr 1978.
I-3F-2, le"'er field olot, entered the ri"'r.cto-
i-here first at 1^0.5:50 gn- final!\ rt 1013;
IEZE-1, top, e.ncomrntercd tbe ri.-eto:-.L~zre
1ratcr, initially. at 13 ant; enttrc,_ fir.=11 at
1225:40~. 'n1ius, therE were 18 rnnotes durinre
which d:.ta were acc-uircC sim.Itanceo-,=D fro:. cnc,
se-tellite m'tseidc- and one incido the roncto-
p'-.use.

Spectrum- A~ chov the vc m ir the
totz-l ficid i. the rcne-tocheath just mut~sic-7c
the nacnetopause, at ISEF-l. Thie next EpEctrurn
below, B, shov thc wave power in the nz.gneto-
--phere jurt insid~e th~e minf-to-paure, at ISEE-2,
for the- s~nc tiac interval zr that of the first

& c-u:crezsE in powe.-r witl frc%;cncy clcarl'.
..xch stec.-:cr ir:1c:: than omtzide the rilcneto-
pruse, beciraninc with z.hcut cne third the out-
zid.- powe.:r at tjhc- lowes-.t Ar~~ic.t 0.1 Pi,
tU'Cre %::rc thrc: orlf.rz cfr-~itd dif-fCrece
bctwcecn the two scectra.

!7,r-ectr=- C, atl tt-, rC2:,rerrants thec por
on tlec cro-and at the ?SGL E~atian at Ire%.pcrt,

si-.hincton, Lcr the za'e intcrvalz az in 0.1
dc~ic-te:' satellite sa.-plez. Thje cround Etztion
vaE a few. hours vest of the szatellites, about
locaml noon. -Ihe shz~ded vertical strirm in the
spectral pane- drawv attertion to theenane
mernts in pover at the satellites and on the
ground tat appear to bind wave activity
toc thc-r jr tho inrL" rarnetocheath, the outer-
n.*ozt racnetospherE, anO at the earth's surface.
All the sp'ectra showx. som, concentration of rover

etwtic-e-n .02 and .07 Hz in the forn of a plateau
or peaks in the respective curves.

Figure 2a show.s a progressive decline in
pcRe-r fron the ragnctocheeth to the earth's sur-
face. rzch spectral curve is contained in, i.e.
accounts for a frtction cf the Miecr of, the
next spiectrwu' above it. The. mignetospheric spec-
tra zrc wcll below that of the rncnotosheath and
are closer to one another than to the latter,
the discrepancy being greatest at the highest
frecluencies.

Figure 2b superposes spectra from a second
straddle case on 27 floveirbcr 1978, when ISEF-l
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was just outrcide the mcnetorausc. ISEE-2 was
deeper in-aide the moanetosphere, havlC2 entered
at 2000I V:, tujrn it t-.d teen on S Oct., and the
Nevport stetion was belm, And reast of the sztel-
lite rcridian (in the cerl", afternoon sector).
In. this irr-txince, th power in the sheath (A)
disr,_2a\cd c~nrwnc.-.crrt and aplateau betvc-cr .011
arnd .05 !!z, ac die. also thc: rw",cr ir. tW r~r'
tostny re (P) , while the correrondcinc, pom'or on
the around (CG) va: relctivilv etrees but
erseni.ially at th~e sane- levcl as at I~rF-2.
Vhethecr thf. arr~arert lack of frec'uency enhance-
ncr-.t on thec crc'u;. at tl~is tiK- was bE-C&LZSC Of a
delee effect nct vet visible, en urnfavorc-b2e
porition in the aftErnoon sectcro or a mor
choice of reprcs-tttion of the surface record
is still to be determrined. 71;e -mall ararph at
tYe btcttor, shows the pov'cr distribution ini E)- at
?'e% ort for thec loccl noon anC ifternoon inter-

v~1inc'.Lc-inr7 the 22-..in,:tcE c<ircr.t cif th.. - u',.r
graph; clearly, thecrE wasr som rctivity in t Iic
rurffice field within the lor'e-r intervr1l arl
%?-,tl.in the enha.rced portion of the spectrLT. at
the sztellites. The cttcnuztion of w.ave povcr
acrcs th 'e rnc top-c ir, o)-:icL,.E hcere, ar in
the p-revious case, but we ?lso see that the fre-
crucrc,, ra-cje ofL enharce7,f-rt wa1-s slhiAfte& to some.-

whctocr frc,:,cncicz-, irn -!] loccticnz-, tha-n
ir. the case of E Clctohcr, az indicated by the
shaaino in Ficure 2.

The maenctosh,:ath sperctra of E Oct. and 27
I~ov. zre suocroosed in Fin. 3, showinq tlhat the
pover of the 27 !;ov. spc-ctrir. peake at lower
frocu nc, an6 drcolpcid more rapidely than the

power on 8 Oct. This difference corresponds to
the slic'htly eiffcront rcv-ion, of thr frmuency
scale thot secrd to be show ex.%hnce6 pomer in
the rnonorpl.ere, as shaded in Figure 2 . U'nf or-
tunately, the absolute pmwer levels in the voc-
netosheath in the two cases exarrdnod above did
not differ appreciably from. each other, consid-
ering the wide rance of M~.:ocr exhibited in the
curves of Figure 1. In ordcor to stue' whecthcr
powe.,cr inside the riacinctorphere is related gen-
trally to poi,'r in the. rwnetolcath, it was,
necersary to exa-rine nonstraCile cases. Cki the
pren-ise that the zheat)h spectrm. remained sub-
stantially unchanqged from one interval to the
next over an hour's time, we selected cases with
significantly different pover levels and com-
pared spectra before and after nmgnetopause
crossing, rather than sim~.~taneous spectra on
opposite sides of the boundary. Corresponding
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m=onetos-heath andl rwnetosnhure spectra are
supcrposc'd in Figure 4 for thrcc dayE, 8
Octobcr, and 10 and 17 Se-ctcr 197F. Thc 8
October curves are elre,-k~y fa-iliar. flie new
ornes shcx.' that prco'ressiv'cly lov.er pc~*c-r ir. the
rhea-tt cnrrESn'r6Ckc& to rrc-r sj.c-P' 2cr.!Cr --".er
in. the rzcrE-to--hcre, sugcrnctino, uith, thee- fc.:-
cz:es and th-e rkecczs,:.r-.z-or of ztationz-r-
itn, cm the ](0th' and 17th, that the povers i=-ie
ar'lI outzide thje rianetopause were directly
related.

su 17rr~

The data presented above ray be sxr~iarized
as follows, with- the under Etan~ihc that we. refer
esen~tie-lly to the frcru.encv rrcnce 0.01 <f <
0.1 Fz (ixriods 10 < T < 100 sec.):

Thce powe-r within the raconeto.zhfct was
10 to 1000' tkx-s the Mo.'cr in t he i-
netosr'hsre;

h- jx-ci 1thin the ronr -tozniare vcriee
less thc~r a factor of JO fror. the riccneto-
r-cjzc- to the surface;

'nie powecr level iniethe rntoc-.ErE
ccrrec~1.Z o,.--rl" with- xcer lcvcl oL~tZsi-C
thec reanetoeuse;

ThIe frem~ency of power enhc-ncenernt in the
necrie to-lP!,sre ar's,,are6c to shift w:ityI the.
frequcncy of pover enhance;-cnt in the nrog-,
nctoshcath.

'lie poscr c,.tzido the r-c-neetop'ui*& a--prc,'
to be rcrresEr.tative of pover in the rzore-
tozhcath generally.

In addition to the fore-qoing, we htx'e foun~d evi-
dence that the variable presr'ncc of r, frc<1c~uncy riancc
of cnh~cnced power in the ric nctozhcatf was corrclatee
with the vari.,b1e resence cf 'n I.F orkcnt.'tio-.
f~\'orablc' to thec occurrcn. of (.rj..zi-Crallcl struc-
tLre in. the boy.: slhock aro-xYL the rLub.olar point. This
result will be treated in a separate report.

DISCUSSIOV

Similarity bc-tween spectra in the rkine-
tc'chc~jth and ragnrctosphere my be explained,
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excludling coincidence, in the three vner.tL defined
ir thc TOUIV The- oL.zcrvtionz' listEd in
LUic St=,M: sucoc-st tJ~at intermne anctcsp~cric
origin m v b e e):cluoe-d f rcm conzcideretion
becauze of the hicher power observed out-ride the
touncarv. Vcrecver, a Prircipal criterion by
w~hich wc. relecte-6 carf- v'aE; Cic q~earance of a
clear mrc~tm:,isc zallmcv u!: casily to 6c-ter-
m.ine that mie srccecraft wpr insie, the other
outsiee the bo,=p23rv. 7hir woulC elimnz.tc wav'.c
prcopac2tior c...twz-rd alonc: fieldl lines loca22'.
ir.terccinnectiic the solar wind to the rorneto-
sp..crc. It, fact, VC hCvu. C &.Eljs-.e t--t ir
one~ care the bo-_nd.=rv was well rcxmirratet& Ly a
t.m1-.-c.tial 6i scmrtiriuity.

Surface v-eves ere m. unlikely ey:plan:tion
bccmuse of t1he over%:!, i.-Irnc vcvcr i r. thE i1z1erC-
toshe.th co-rered to th~e m~c'netor7,hc're. Ths

~ c cuktiir.n c'F Csrfzcc v.c C~ff-c.z 17.

mz.' r-r irsize the bo.._nenr re,'ce-e that out-
ride, op-porite air rc-szIts. Als~o, the frecquer.-
cie: e.::Pcc-.ef fcr rn-rfzcov'. tc~r.c2! to be ILc..'r
t6!= thrc with %! ich wc hz.e bvcr. deelin'.

Vze cc'nc2.uae thc:reforc tlhat our prelli7irary
rczL:2-tE: erc comriste.t i;Atj' e:t-ril -vc~ ei-
gin;, w~:f:2 .it . th:tr:'c- cf a sirall
fraction . r.:: .tC~hC~t1. V p'Cjxcr, rcss'JPhv
ricriveC frc,- quasi-pz.rzdlc-l shock strJcture-,
into the mignetosphcre to a~xa as wz-ver in the
Pc 3-4 range.

11he assertEd co-ronality of f requency
enhancner~t ecross the boundary, as illustrated
hcre in rioure 2, is sLt',bt'le iot best. T1his is
1.:.rcil' y ~ irr sincc w*.e trre Ccz~linc- with c
elobr.l phenorwnon notoriously elusive to sharp1%
6cfirEe ccrrelztiorns, which we chirmce to s.-inle
as a fm; stracdle: zt a fc. pointE in rpa-ce. Ve
chose the t%:o P::,p2cs hcre er the rcrest rtrrd-
dle ct-ces. Other spectra, with m~ore persuisivc
enhance-rernt profiles, were obtairm-6 in data coni-
texts recquirincv Trer e:position thz.n could be.
includee in this lettcr c.ncl will be. the rubject
of a separate repo'rt. "Ibe cormot Prt-by-
coroporseit cktails of the trarzifcr process, the
glo.1-Al picture derscribing v.here the riost effec-
tive transfer tak-er; place, nc the pLthways
whereby broeba.nd enercy in the r-ctosheath is
recorC*6 as nronochroretic pulsaitios in the wmag-
netocphere reribnin to be deterriined.
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Figure 1. An 1s~r-l TIanetosheath spectrx-r
obtained near t.'e mTgnetopause (dots), supc-r-
posed on a selection af spectra from earlier
spacecraft in the ragnetosheath.
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Figure 2. Magnetic field agnitude records and
suprposed spectra for two cases of IS£E-1,
IS!E-2 straddles of the rgnetoause: (a) 8
Oct., (b) 27 nov., 1978; A, B, and G signify.
spectra for the indicated intervals at ISEE-i,
1SME-2, and the AF'. !4vport ground station. The
insvrt at btto right covers a longer interval
at Newport, as noted.
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Ficure 3. SuperPOSed TMolnetoeheath spectra frorm
8 6ct. and 27 Nov.
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Figure 4. Superposed poer spectra for three
diferert power levels in the fracnetosheath and
iragnetosphere on three different days.
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Abstract. Wide separations up to more than the ISLE project, which were obtained when the
I RE between ISE£ 1 and 2 during the second half satellites were close together (i.e.. within a

of 1978 have been used to measure the correla- few hundred km of each other), the data fror the
tion length of magnetic pulsations in quasi- second half of 1978 offer the first opportunity

pa-allel shocKs. When the two spacecraft were to examine directly the extent of signal corre-
less than a few hundred km apart, magnetic lation. hence spatial variation, in the local
oscillations measured by magnetometers on both plasa environment when the two s;acecraft
spacecraft exnitited virtually identical wave- passed throuin bOW shock distances at varying

forXs, but at distances of several thojsand km, separations up to several thousand Km. Tnis
the two time series Of field variation swed no report presents the first documented change of

detailed siM:larity at all. The correlation correlation with distance for a magnetic con-
coefficients of the pulsations dropped from stituent of the shock Structure and discusses a

close to 1.0 for spacecraft sepasations of less possible relationship of correlation lenitn to
than 100 km to 0.2 for separations of greater ion gyroradius. Our examples are al qJasi-

than BO0 km. A correlation length of several parallel, by which we mean the angle between the
hundred km. may be related to the gyroradius of interplanetary magnetic field and the local
return protons with energy typical of the peaks model shock normal was less than about 50" and

of diffuse and be w ion distributions, large-amplitude field oscillations were
recorded.

Introduction
variable Correlation

Simult aneous measurements 
by two or more

instruments at different locations within the Figure 1 offers a visual display of the
Earth's bow shock and foreshock reglons con- variations in wave correlation observable in the
stitute the essential tool for distingi.shing running 12-second averages (plotted every four

temporally from spatially varying strictures. seconds) between ISEE I and ISEE 2. In 1(a),

So for. analysis of data from the satellite pair the two traces of magnetic-field magnitude
ISLE 1 and 2 has emphasized the mutual consis- exhibit Almost identical waveforms. Moreover,

tency of their measurements. Indeed, one of the the similarities of changing field pattern
striking features of the earliest data from the occurred In both the ULF foreshock waves (e.g.,
magnetometers of ISEE I and 2 was the detailed around 0015 and 0030) and In the larger-
similarity, under normal conditions, of wave- amplitude waves and pulses defining the outer

trains at the two vehicles even in the h.Lghly- edges of the quasi-parallel shock structure, as
irregular. large-amplitude perturbations cf the seen between 0020 and 0024. The fidelity of

quasi-parallel shock, of which examples are wave duplication at the two spacecraft persists

shown in this report. A high I, of course, even at higher resolution, Illustrated in Figure 2.
the quasi-perpendicular profile differs from one where we see unsveraged data with samples recor-
spacecraft to the other (Russell and Greenstadt. ded every 0.25 second. A segment of the data

1979]. Signal correlation, because of Its from Figure 1(s) Is Shown in Figure 2(s). While
obvious application to timing the motions of not Identical in every detail, or exactly alike

waves and boundaries between the satellites, has in Amplitude, the two waveforms shared essenti-
therefore received much attention, and, In fact, ally the same pattern for periods of a few
One Study has successfully defined propagation seconds or longer, and the occurrence of higher-

vectors and velocities of ULF wives in the frequency bursts was almost simultaneous at both
foreshock (Hoppe and Russell. 1980; Hoppe et satellites in the Illustrated examples. Figure
JJ., 1981). The limits of correlation are 2(b) is an overlay of ISEE 1 end ISEE 2 data for
equally of interest, however. a section of 2(a), showing clearly the close

In contrast to most of the early data from similarity of the two signals, albeit with
slightly variable delay from one satellite to

CopyrIght 1962 by the American Geophysical Union. the other.

Returning to Figure 1. we note that in 1(b)
Paper number 210295. the similarity of the two field plots Is consid-
0094-6276/82/002L-0295$3.00 erably less pronounced then In 1(s). Indeed,
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Fig. 1. Three cases showing the decrease in coherence with increasing separation between

ISEE 1 and 2. Shading indicates intervals of similar waveform.

there are only limited sections, shaded for minute intervals were calculated for successive

emphasis. where we would assert the credibility 0.25-sec lags. consistent with the magneto-

of Such a correlation on the strength of pattern meter's acquisition rate of four vectors per

inspection alone. In Figure 1(c), an interval second. The correlation coo'ficient present in
Is shown in which there appears to have been this report is that of the average lagged pro-

still less correlation between the waveforms at duct of the time series on the two spacecraft

the two spacecraft than in case 1(b). In parti- for each of the three vector components weighted

cular, while se:tions of simllar patterns per- by the variance in that compcnent. Further

sisted among the smaller. foreshock waves (shad- details can be found in the paper by Hoppe and
Ing). the largtr-amplitude pulsations have Russell (19601.

visibly lost any sign of correspondence outside Figure 3 is a plot of the cross-correlation

of their simple joint occurrence. Certainly. coefficients of large-amplitude. quasi-parallel

the contrast between 1(c) and the pervasive shock pulsations for the 20 cases, at

waveform reproduction of I(&) Is clear. Over- spacecraft-separation distances ranging from 105

all. then. Figure I Illustrates the range of to 5.700 ko. The graph demonstrates the fall-

variability of waveform correlation recorded In off of pulse correlation with distance, showing

the quasi-parallel shock and foreshook. nearly perfect correlation at the left and
nearly complete lack of correlation at the

Decrease of Correlation With Distance right. We have not regarded the prelitmnary
data of Figure 3 as sufficiently refined to

In each of the pairs of panels of Figure 1, justify fitting the points with an exponential
at the upper right. Is printed the distance, or other heuristic model; we infer. tentatively.

250. 900. or 2300 W between ISlE I and ISE[ 2. that the correlation remains high. but declines

Clearly, the separation In 1(c) was ten times progressively with Separation up to several

that In 1(a). This Implication has been made hundred Is, then drops rapidly to essentially no

more quantitative by computing cross-correlation correlation at a threshold distance of about

coefficients for 20 pairs of such cases In which 1,000 k. One rgiument against reading the
the upstream 0 ranged from 0.7 to 3.0. the solar length scale too carefully at this stage Is the

wind Pach number from S.0 to 6.5, and the local uknow role that gross motion of the whole

normal angle from 10" to 30450. shock ay have played In the date set. We may

Correlation coefficients averaged over four- hope that any such effect would have averaged
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out over many examples where the shock moved CROSMcoLAIO a SEPAAAIo

both in and out. A reliable assessment of shock
motion by two satellites Inside the quasi- a CAIM1111 -,'O
parallel structure. a prerequisite configuration [
for a correlation study. is naturally precluded. e
The figure suggests, then. that the outermost
part of the quasi-parallel shock pulsations
occur In fairly well-marked "cells" containing
magnetic fluctuatlons of comon origin, distin-
guishable from fluctuations in adjacent cells. ,
We can call the cell dimension of about 1.000 km 

lad

the "correlation length" of the pulsations.
We ay imagine that a progressive decline of Fie. 3. Cross-corrlation vs separation

correlation occurs when a major wave component

is damped with distance, so that its contribu-
tion Is large at one spacecraft but inconspicu-
ous at the other. While dissipation of wave Accordine  to this alternative explanation.
energy with distance may take place, there is the correlstion ]ength" should be related to
little indication that this effect is responsi- some characteristic particle-current dimension

ble for much of the observed variation in corre-- peculiar to the shock or foreshock. ana this

lation. Corresponding Sections of data at seems to be the case. In Figure 4. we reproduce

intermedate distances. 8 in Figure 1(b). for the distributions of bulk and thermal velocities

example, show no consistent amplitude difference for the recognized categories of return (back-

from one observation point to another, and some streaming) ions. which we know are present Just

of the correlation that does persist at longer outside the shock, as plotted by Bonifazi and

distances, as in Figure 1(c). occurs in the Moreno [1981]. Treating these distributions as

smaller waves, which appear to retain their if they were representative of velocities per-

amplitudes very well [in the example of FIgure pendicular to the ambient field, we have added

1,c , ISEE 1 was almost directly downstream from scales of equivalent Larmor radii at the bottom,

ISEE 21. Thus, Simple wave damping appears using an average INF of 5Y. We see at once

inadequate as an explanation for loss of corre- that. regardless of category, virtually all the

lation, especially the major loss at the edge of measured velocities would correspond to gyro-
a "cell". and we need an alternative radii below about 2000 k. Moreover. the peaks
explanation, of the distributions of diffuse-ion bulk velo-

city (at left) and reflected-ion thermal velo-
Possible Relation To Return Particle Populations city (at right) occur at a few hundred km, where

correlation is high in Figure 3. It is not
We may also imagine that the bulk of an unreasonable, then, that wave shapes are shared

observed pulse train is produced by currents in regions occupied by associated return ions
from an itdentifiable sub-population of particles circulating around the local ambient field. The
such as return ions -- i.e., reflected or back- gyrophase-bunched ions described by Eastman et
Streaming ions [Gosling et al.. 1978; Eastman et al. [19811 and Gurgiolo et al. [1981] come
al.. 1981; Sentman et al.. 1981; Bonifazi and readily to mind.
Moreno. 1981) -- in a•reilon occipied by those
particles. When both nagetometers are in the
same region, they record the same wavetrain; FOAESNOCK ETIN KMS
when they are not, each records a wavetrain 9BUK VELOCrTY TH.QMAL vELOCITY
dominated by local currents but superposed on 021
com;onents propagated ar ,/or convected fromi ALL
other regions upstream. 00 -  " . . . o
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Fig. 4. Equivalent gyroradii of return ions
mete atn filM mn studied by Bonifaxi and Noreno (1981). In the

Fig. 2. Details of well-correlated pulsations original graphs, just above the gyroradit
shown In Figure 1(s). Inserts illustrate scales. symbols Vr/Vsw and V denote the ratio of
position of satellites and orientation of return Lon velocity to solar wnd velocity
separstion vector. (left) and return ion thermal speed (right).
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Discussion reported In the apeCtrun of trapped, or "second
distribution", Ions In the quasi-parallel pulsa-

We have displayed our quantitative analyals tion Structure Itself. These should rep:ace the

for a few Cases of the larger *pulsations* of spectra used In Figure 4. From such a spectrum,
the quasl-parallel shock under typical plasma a more pertinent range of Syroradil can be
conditions (8-1, NM5) and plotted the reaults Inferred. We my then Oak whether the quasi-
against the straight-line distances separating parallel ahock contributes Its own Identifiable
the two spacecraft. The visual evidence in sad distribution to the Ions of the foreshock
Figure 1(c). supported by additional cases not or whether the missing distributions are Simply
shown here, suggests that the smaller, foreshock foreshock particles blown downstream. It is un-
waves retain their patterns better at large clear at present how energetic ions de-ived
separation than do the pulsations. Clearly, a entirely from upstream scatter of reflected Ion
quantitative result pertaining to foreshock beams [Same et al., 1980] would retair or recov-
waves will be more difficult to achieve, since er a sharply defined cell dimension or, reenter-
the total separation of the two satellites In Ing the shock, but the alternative pcst..late

the foreshock did not exceed a'bout 7,000 Am. that dispersed ion distributions are p-odjced
which could be commensurate with. If not Shorter primarily by direct sources at or near the bow
than. the smaler waves' correlation length. shock (Eastman et al., 1981] awaits systematic
Moreover, the correlation length may depend not verification. Hopefully, detailed Investigation
on simple separation distance, but on distance of the ions themselves will contribite co.;:e-
along the ambient field, along the guiding mentary Information to the study of wave-
center backstreaning direction, along the wave particle Interactions in the shoCK aond fore-
propagation vector, or along or across the solar shock, facilitated by the wide sepa-ations of
wind flow. We have plotted correlation vs the ISEE 1 and 2 spacecraft in 1978.

sepa-atlcn projectet on the local shock normal
and found a decline sim:lar to that in Figure 3. Acknowledgements. SLpport of tt:2 stic-y was
We have also found that in all cases examined so provided by USAF Contract F'952z- -- 023 anz
far. the lag has always been from the spacecraft NASA Contracts NASu-3149, NASW-3087 (at IR,
ahead In the solar wind to the one downwind, and NAS5-25772 (at UCLA).
Numerous cases will have to be found, and exten-
sive analysis done, to distinguish these poss - References
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